Building of high affinity triplex-forming oligonucleotides(TFOs) enhances its therapeutical application. Peptide nucleic acid(PNA), a modified DNA oligomer with neutral backbone enhances the affinity of TFO. MD simulation method is very helpful to study the stability, affinity and behavior of complex at nanosecond scale. Therefore a 15-mer PNA-TFO is used here to model DNA:DNA:PNA triplex in mixed purine/pyrimidine sequence. DNA:DNA:DNA triplex, DNA:DNA duplex and DNA:PNA duplex were also modeled for comparison. 100ns of MD run on all four complexes in solution at neutral pH. The triplex conformation stabilized with Recombinant type(R-type) of Hydrogen bonding during simulation. The rmsd of DNA:DNA:PNA triplex and DNA:DNA:DNA triplex converges after 45 ns of dynamics and the binding affinity of PNA-TFO found greater than DNA-TFO. Together with non-toxicity of PNA oligomer, stable triplex formation with R-type of hydrogen bonding pattern and high binding affinity in mixed sequence promotes the study regarding Recombinant triplex with PNA-TFO. keywords: TFO, Triplex, R-type, DNA and PNA.
INTRODUCTION
Triplex-forming Oligonucleotides (TFOs) are short oligonucleotides binds in major groove of double helical DNA and form DNA triplex. The triplex formation play important role in most of the vital function as in replication, transcription, homologous recombination, gene regulation etc. A lot of therapeutical application discussed in several reviews 1, 2 . The formation of triple helical structure of DNA is straight forward in purine/pyrimidine rich sequence in-vitro. But the nuclear environment produces obstacle in formation of triplex in-vivo, in terms of mixed sequence of DNA, low binding affinity of TFO to the duplex DNA, due to unfavorable electrostatic repulsion between the three negatively charged strands 3, 4 . The studies regarding triplexes commonly based on Hoogsteen/reverse Hoogsteen triplexes, where the TFO recognizes one of the strands of DNA duplex. But the studies related to the Recombinant triplex(R-triplex), where TFO recognizes both the bases coming from double helical DNA are very few 5 . The formations of Hoogsteen/reverse Hoogsteen triplexes are limited to purine/pyrimidine rich sequences 6 . The R-triplex formation is much suitable to natural environment of nucleic acids, can efficiently form triplex in even in mixed sequence of duplex DNA 7 . To overcome these limitations of triplex formation modification in TFO came into account. Peptide Nucleic Acids (PNA) is artificially designed oligonucleotide with neutral backbone, a mimic of DNA shows Watson-Crick pattern when synthesize with DNA, RNA or PNA itself 8 . PNA oligomer also show sequence specificity when hybridized as Hoogsteen/reverse Hoogsteen triplex with purine/pyrimidine rich sequences 9 . PNA-TFO is thus may efficiently form R-triplex in mixed sequence when hybridized with mixed sequence DNA duplex 10, 11 . Molecular Dynamics simulation methods are very useful in the study of complex behavior, affinity, stability and Hydrogen bonding pattern in the solution and other environment in-vitro. Present work is comparative MD study regarding stability, affinity and structural conformation of R-triplex formed by PNA-TFO and DNA-TFO in mixed sequence of DNA duplex. The sequence 5'-AGGCCGGACCCGGCG-3' is mixed purine/pyrimidine 15-mer sequence is used to design all the complexes. Triplex formed by PNA-TFO and DNA-TFO is denoted as DNA:DNA:PNA triplex and DNA:DNA:DNA triplex respectively. In addition, two more studies has been done with DNA:DNA duplex and DNA:PNA duplex in the same 15-mer sequence.
Computational methods Triplex modeling and simulation setup
The initial structure of 15-mer DNA:DNA:PNA triplex of sequence 5'-d(AGGCCGGACCCGGCG) d(CGCCGGGTCCGGCCT)-PNA (AGGCCGG ACCCGGG)-3' were modeled by using Nucleic Acid Builder of AMBER 14 12 and CHIMERA 13 . DNA:DNA:DNA triplex, DNA-DNA duplex and DNA-PNA duplex with same sequence were also modeled. Na+ ions were used to neutralize the system and TIP3PBOX 14 water molecule is used to solvate the complex in buffer of 10.0 Angstrom. The box dimension, volume, mass, number of atom, residue and molecule for each complex are given in Table 1 . The coordinates of each complex were taken from Protein data bank. The force-field parameters as angles, dihedrals, improper rotation and charges for PNA were generated and optimized by Gaussian-03 15 program using basis-set 6-31G** 16 .
Minimization and Equilibration
The structure were minimized by using steepest decent method 17 for 500 steps and generalized born method 18 for next 500 steps with strong restraint dynamics to weak restraint dynamics in three stages. A weak restraint is used in heating and equilibration to avoid end base fraying apart.
The heating is done in six steps and equilibrated in five steps. The equilibration of complexes starts with strong restraint dynamics to zero restraint dynamics. Now the complex is ready for molecular dynamics.
Molecular Dynamics of complexes in solution
The molecular dynamics of all four complexes in TIP3P 20 water solvent starts with the coordinates obtained after equilibration. These dynamics performed under constant pressure periodic boundary condition at constant atmospheric pressure 19 . Bonds involving hydrogen were neglected.
The molecular dynamics coordinate file will be written after each 2500 steps at time-interval 0.002 ps at constant temperature of 300.0 K. In the same manner 100 ns dynamics performed with AMBER 14 code. The Molecular dynamics movie is recorded to see the variation during dynamics for each simulation. The structure of complex during simulation is shown in Fig. 1 . And binding energy of ligand (TFO) to its receptor (DNA duplex) is the difference of free energy of ligand and receptor to its complex counterpart.
RESULTS

Molecular Dynamics and hydrogen bonding pattern
From the Fig. 1 , it is seen that the triplex with PNA-TFO covers minimum area than those of triplex with natural DNA-TFO. During the solution dynamics of DNA:DNA:DNA triplex, DNA:DNA:PNA triplex, DNA:DNA duplex and DNA:PNA duplex, it is seen that the electrically neutral peptide backbone are more flexible than those of negatively charged Phosphate backbone in their complexes. Therefore it is expected that PNA backbone should be able to fit the structure with more affinity than those of natural DNA and RNA backbone 22 . PNA oligomer follow Watson-Crick pairing rule in formation of duplex and show sequence specificity when used as TFO to recognized DNA 22 . Recombinant type of Hydrogen bonding formed between the bases of TFOs and duplex DNA 23 . The R-type of hydrogen bonding pattern for A*T-A Triplet, G*C-G Triplet and C*G-C Triplet are maintained during dynamics (Fig. 2) 24 . Fig. 2 show the third base coming from TFO recognizes both the bases of DNA duplex in major groove 25 . The binding free energy of PNA-TFO to the DNA:DNA duplex, DNA-TFO to the DNA:DNA duplex, DNA oligomer to its complementary DNA and DNA oligomer to its complementary mimic PNA was calculated by MMPBSA/GBSA method 21 of AMBER 14 code. The total binding free energy of complex is equal to the sum of gas phase contribution and solvation energy contribution. The relation is given by following equation:
∆G total = ∆E gas + ∆E solvation −T∆S Here ∆E gas is given by:
Where ∆E internal is the internal energy corresponds to bond energy, angle energy and torsional energy terms in the molecular mechanics force field; ∆E van_der_Waals is the van der Waals energy term; ∆E solvation is solvation energy term corresponds to the role of complex is solution; ∆E electric is the electric energy term corresponds to the contribution of charge. 
The root-mean-square-deviation (rmsd)
The rmsd over the course of simulation is used to measure the conformational stability of the complex during simulation. The rmsd plots of DNA:DNA:DNA triplex and DNA:DNA:PNA triplex is shown in Fig. 3 and comparative rmsd of DNA:DNA duplex and DNA:PNA duplex are plotted in Fig. 4 . The rmsd of DNA:DNA duplex and DNA:PNA duplex are almost same and stabilize between 2.5 to 3.5 Angstrom. The convergence of rmsd observed after 45ns for both the triplex, the rmsd of DNA:DNA:DNA triplex converges near 2.25 Angstrom and DNA:DNA:PNA triplexes converges near 6 Angstrom. Flexible nature of PNA-TFO helps it to get a suitable position in major groove of DNA duplex during dynamics 22 . As a result the triplex conformations stabilize into the form of R-triplex after 45ns of dynamics. To calculate the binding free energy of DNA-DNA duplex; DNA:DNA duplex is treated as complex, the second strand is taken as ligand, the first strand is treated as receptor. For DNA:PNA duplex; DNA:PNA duplex is treated as complex, the second strand (PNA oligomer) is taken as ligand, the first strand (DNA oligomer)is treated as receptor. Thus binding affinity of DNA and PNA to the natural DNA oligonucleotide with Watson-Crick pairing has been calculated. For DNA:DNA:DNA/DNA:DNA:PNA triplexes; the triplex is treated as complex, the DNA:DNA duplex is taken as receptor and TFOs are taken as ligand. Thus the binding affinity of TFO with peptide and natural backbone to the DNA duplex with Recombinant-bonding has been calculated. The corresponding total free energy together and binding free energy for each complex is shown in (Table 2 ) and in (Table 3) . Here the binding free energy of PNA-TFO to the DNA duplex is -34.8733 Kcal/mol and that of DNA-TFO is +94.5075 Kcal/mol. These result shows that natural DNA-TFO does not binds with the DNA duplex to form stable DNA triplex while when it is modified backbone as PNA it forms a stable triplex. The same calculation was done by GBSA methodology, the result is shown in (Table 4) and (Table 5 ). The result support the result came from GBSA methods as the binding energy of PNA oligomer is high as compared to DNA oligomer together in DNA duplex and DNA triplex. 
DISCUSSION
The binding affinity of natural TFO to the double helical nucleic acid is low and limited to purine/pyrimidine rich sequences when TFO comes to bind with Hoogsteen/reverse Hoogsteen hydrogen bonding. In the Hoogsteen/reverse Hoogsteen Hydrogen bonding, the TFO oriented towards one of the strand of double helical nucleic acids and therefore hydrogen bonds limited to the donor and acceptor coming from bases of one of the strand of double helical DNA. While in Recombinant Hydrogen bonding, the TFO oriented towards the bases of both the strands of double helix and form hydrogen bonds to both the bases of DNA duplex. Thus TFO with R-type of Hydrogen bonding will be isomeric to the bases coming from both the strands of DNA duplex. This is the major reason of stabilization of R-triplexes in mixed sequence and in natural environment. The structural conformation of R-triplexes in mixed sequences was many times experimentally supported by Shchyolkina and coworkers 5, 9 . Another major cause of destabilization of triplexes is unfavorable electrostatic repulsion between negatively charged strands and structural conformation of nucleotides. The nucleic acids with electrically neutral backbone in place of negatively charged backbone efficiently reduce such limitation. PNA is one of the better option to overcome such limitation, therefore the study of R-triplex with PNA TFO will be very useful. The results of this study shows that PNA binds with DNA with greater affinity than those of natural DNA and form W/C duplex. PNA-TFO efficiently binds with DNA duplex than those of natural DNA and forms comparatively stable R-triplexes in mixed purine/pyrimidine sequences of DNA. PNA is nontoxic, electrically neutral, does not react with protein 27 , and efficiently binds with target nucleic acid 28, 29 . PNA-TFO is therefore will be very useful in cancer therapy, regulating geneexpression, site-specific gene editing and other triplex technologies 30 .
CONCLUSION
In the Recombinant triplexes, TFO binds in major groove of DNA duplex, in a manner, the third strand bases recognizes both the bases coming from W/C pair. The third strand backbone modified by Peptide backbone, provides electrically neutral oligonucleotides, therefore will be able to overcome the unfavorable repulsion between the three strands originated due to negatively charged strands of triplexes. Thus PNA oligonucleotide may provide more efficient result, when used as TFO in Recombinant manner.
